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ABSTRACT 
Here we offer a new randomized parallel algorithm that determines the Smith 
normal form of a matrix with entries being univariate polynomials with coefficients in 
an arbitrary field. The algorithm has two important advantages over our previous one: 
the multipliers relating the Smith form to the input matrix are computed, and the 
algorithm is probabilistic of Las Vegas type, i.e., always finds the correct answer. The 
Smith form algorithm is also a good sequential algorithm. Our algorithm reduces the 
problem of Smith form computation to two Hermite form computations. Thus the 
Smith form problem has complexity asymptotically that of the Hermite form problem. 
We also construct fast parallel algorithms for Jordan normal form and testing 
similarity of matrices. Both the similarity and non-similarity problems are in the 
complexity class RNC for the usual coefficient fields, i.e., they can be probabilistically 
decided in polylogarithmic time using polynomially many processors. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The different normal forms of matrices-Hermite, Smith, and Jordan 
normal forms-are widely used in many different branches of science and 
engineering. Sequential algorithms for computing these normal forms have 
been given previously. With advances in parallel hardware and software, 
development of parallel algorithms is not only an intellectual exercise but 
also a practical feasibility. 
This paper is third in a series on canonical forms of matrices [I3, 121. 
Here we offer a new randomized parallel algorithm that determines the 
Smith normal form of a matrix in F[ ~1’~~“. The algorithm has two important 
advantages over our previous one: the multipliers relating the Smith form to 
the input matrix are computed, and the algorithm is of Las Vegas type-that 
is, the result is guaranteed correct; probability only enters in speed consider- 
ations. The Smith form algorithm is also a good sequential algorithm, faster 
than previous methods in the worst case. Its speed is that of the Hermite 
form algorithm on which it depends. One can use any of the algorithms by 
Kannan and Bachem [15], Kannan [14], Chou and Collins 121, or Iliopoulos 
[IO]. 
A sequential solution to the Smith normal form problem proceeds by 
iterating Hermite normal form computations on the matrix (see, e.g., [15]). 
Although in practice usually two Hermite iterations suffice, there are input 
matrices for which the number of iterations is at least linear in the dimension 
of the matrix. Here we show that on multiplying the input matrix with a 
certain randomly chosen matrix, the new randomized matrix will require 
with high probability only two Hermite steps before the Smith normal form 
appears. The proof of this fact uses ideas similar to those for our Monte Carlo 
Smith normal form algorithm [13], but is more complicated. An “unlucky” 
premultiplication is discovered immediately if after two Hermite steps we do 
not obtain a Smith normal form. The point is now that if we do, we must 
have the unique Smith normal form of the input matrix together with the 
unimodular pre- and postmultipliers. Since the Hermite normal form algo- 
rithms are deterministic [12], the entire algorithm is Las Vegas. 
In this paper we also construct fast parallel algorithms for Jordan normal 
form and testing similarity between matrices. We show that both similarity 
and nonsimilarity can be decided in RNC2. We refer to [3] for the definition 
of the complexity classes NC and RNC of problems (probabilistically) 
solvable by uniform families of Boolean circuits of polylogarithmic depth and 
polynomial size. We note that since the class RNC requires us to perform 
field operations on Boolean circuits, the previous claim is precise only for 
concrete fields such as the rationals Q or F,, the finite field with 4 elements. 
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Our algorithms are randomized in the Las Vegas sense, that is, they can fail 
but they will never give an incorrect answer. 
We also provide a parallel algorithm for computing the Jordan normal 
form of a given matrix A E Fnx” in RNC. The entries of the Jordan normal 
form in general lie in an algebraic extension of the original field F, and we 
need to attach to each distinct (symbolic) eigenvalue hi a polynomial 
hi(x) E F[x] with h(hi) = 0. The polynomials hi are squarefree and identical 
or pairwise relatively prime, and all their roots occur among the A,. In fact, 
the Jordan block structure corresponding to different eigenvalues with iden- 
tical defining equations will be the same. The construction of hi assumes 
that F is perfect and that we can take pth roots in case its characteristic is 
p > 0. 
2. ECHELON AND HERMITE FORMS 
In this section we give a fast parallel algorithm to compute a canonical 
form for column equivalence of matrices built from our Hermite form 
algorithm [I3]. This algorithm is needed for the parallel version of the Smith 
form algorithm of the next section. 
Matrices A and B in F[x]“‘~” are column equiz;alent if there exists a 
unimodular Q such that AQ = B. A matrix in F[x] ‘Ix” is unimodulur if its 
determinant is a nonzero element of F. Unimodular matrices are precisely 
the ones that are invertible within F[x]“~“. 
A variety of canonical or almost canonical forms for column or row 
equivalence have been given in the past, but we have not found one in the 
literature which completely meets our needs, but see [21]. For example, 
linear algebra texts often present an echelon form for matrices over a field; 
see [9]. An echelon form has the advantage, needed here, that for rank r, the 
leading r columns are independent. However, here we need the form over 
F[x]. For matrices over 2, Hermite presented a canonical (triangular) form 
for nonsingular square matrices. This has been often extended to arbitrary 
square matrices over a principle ideal domain (PID) by allowing zeros on the 
diagonal [17, 191. One gives up uniqueness of the form in the process. For 
example, all strictly lower triangular matrices are in Hermite form by this 
definition, even though large collections of them are equivalent. Though the 
form may be easily extended to rectangular matrices, the lack of uniqueness 
means that structure, such as rank, that might be revealed by a canonical 
form for row equivalence is not. For these reasons, we choose to extend the 
notion of column echelon form to matrices of arbitrary shape and rank 
over F[x]. 
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A matrix If is in column echelon form (see Figure 1) if 
(1) nonzero columns precede zero columns, 
(2) the leading nonzero element in a nonzero column is below the 
leading nonzero element in preceding columns and ahove leading nonzero 
element of succeeding columns, 
(3) the leading nonzero element in each column is manic, 
(4) in each row which contains the leading nonzcro element of some 
column, the entries preceding that entry are of lower degree. 
We denote ly C(l the set of all Icngth i sul~sec~~~ences of (1,. . , ,I>, and b\ 
A ,,], I E C,“, J E C,!‘, the i X i determinant of the submatrix of A in the rows 
I and columns J. 
TIIIIOKE\I 2.1. 
(1) Column equiculent mutrices huoe the same left kernel (row dcpoden- 
ties). 
(2) L&f I be f. I u Ire< sequence of i rows. Column equivalent matrices huw 
the same greutest common divisor of ull i x i minors in the routs I, i.r., 
cl, := GCD, t (:w det A ,,, is an incuriunt. 
(3) Each nbtris A in F[ x]“‘~” is column cquivulent to u unique matrix H 
in colutnn echelon form. lf the runk of A is m, the unimoclulur cofuctor Q such 
that AQ = H is also unique. 
; 
0 0 l 
* * * 
0 0 0 0 
* * * * 
* * * * 
0 0 0 0 l 
* * * * * 
FK:. 1. Layout of a column echelon form of a matrix of rank 5. The l entries are 
manic, the o entries are residues with respect to them, and the * entries are the 
remaining possibly nonzero entries. 
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Prwof. These are standard results, cf. [16, 191. In the literature, we have 
not found a unique canonical form over a PID and including the singular 
matrices, but see [21, Chapter 61. Therefore, we offer a proof of the 
uniqueness of the echelon form. It suffices to show that if HQ = K, H and K 
are in column echelon form, and Q is unimodular, then H = K (and Q = I, 
when the rank is m). By the invariance of row dependencies, the echelon 
patterns of H and K are the same. Suppose the rank is r. We first permute 
the rows so that the rows containing the leading nonzero entries of the first r 
columns are at the top; thus we premultiply by permutation matrix P so that 
where H, and K, are r X r nonsingular matrices in Hermite form. If we 
conformally block Q, we have 
Looking at the first row, by the uniqueness result for the Hermitc form and 
unimodular cofactor in the square nonsingular case [19], we have II, = K,, 
and Q, = I,.. Since H, is nonsingular, Q3 is 0. Qe is arbitrary and Q4 is 
arbitrary unimodular, but when r = m, Q = Q1. n 
Most algorithms for the Hermite form have been described for the 
nonsingular case but extend naturally to echelon form algorithms for the 
general case. However, our deterministic parallel algorithm (in NC”; see 
Cook [3] for a description of this parallel computation model) requires a bit 
more effort. We offer an extended algorithm here. 
AKORITIIU 2.2. (H, Q) +- CEF(A). 
[Column echelon form. This is a fast parallel algorithm when F is a finite 
algebraic extension of a prime field.] 
Input: A E F[x]“‘~“, F a field. 
Output: Unimodular Q E ~[x]“~” and column echelon form H E F[s]“‘~” 
such that AQ = H. 
(1) [Find leading independent rows:] 
A’ +- the (fn + n) X n matrix [A“ I,,]‘. 
A”+ the first n independent rows of A’. 
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(Compute in parallel the rank [18] of each matrix consisting of the first i 
rows of A’. Then include the ith row in A” if the ith rank is greater than 
the i - 1st rank (the 0th rank is O).) 
[A” is n X n. If r is the rank of A, the first t rows of A” are from A and 
the remaining n - r from I,,.] 
(2) [Hermite form-nonsingular column echelon form:] 
(N”, Q> + the Hermite form of A” and the corresponding unimodular 
cofactor. (Computed by the parallel algorithm of [I3].) 
(3) [Column echelon form:] Ii * AQ. Return Q and H. 
TIIEOREM 2.3. Algorithm CEF to compute the column echelon form and 
associated unimodular cofactor of a matrix is correct and is in NC” when F is 
a finite algebraic extension of a prime field. 
Proof. Each of the three steps is in NC . ’ The first can be done because 
rank is in NC’. The second step is by [13], and the third, matrix multiplica- 
tion, is in NC’. It remains to show correctness. 
Let r be the rank of A, and let k,,. . . , k, be the indices of the first r 
independent rows of A. Then for i E (1,. . , r), the row A,,, .+ = A’:, .+, and 
ilk,, Y = Akd~ *Q = Hi’: sc =(hl;,~>...>h~,~~,o ,...  0). 
Then H is in echelon form unless some row before the ith has its last 
nonzero entry in a column i or greater. Suppose k is the index of such a row; 
then the i rows of A numbered k ,, . . , ki_ ,, and k are independent, 
contradicting the fact that the rows numbered k 1,. . . , k, are the first i 
independent rows. W 
Row echelon forms are defined by transposing everything in the above. 
Specifically, the row echelon form and unimodular m X m cofactor may be 
computed as follows: 
ALGORITHM 2.4. (Q, EI) +- REF(A). 
[Row echelon form.] 
(1) (Q’, Ii’> +- CEF(Ar). 
(2) H t H’T. Q + Q’T. [QA = H] Return Q and H 
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3. A SMITH FORM ALGORITHM 
A matrix in F[r]“lX” is in Smith normal form if it is diagonal, the 
diagonal entries are manic or zero, and each divides the next. Matrices A 
and B in F[x]“‘~” are equivalent if there exist unimodular matrices U in 
F[x]“~” and V in F[x]“‘~“’ such that A = UBV. 
T~IE~REM 3.1. 
(1) Equivalent matrices have the same determinantal divisors. The ith 
determinantal divisor of a matrix is the greatest common divisor of all i X i 
minors of the mat&. We denote it by s*. 
(2) The Smith normal form is a canonical form for equivalence, that is, 
there is one and only one matrix in Smith form equivalent to a given matrix. 
The diagonal entries of the Smith form are called the invariant factors of the 
matrix. The i th invariant factor is si = SF/SF_ , (sl = SF ). 
Proof. See, for example, Newman [19, Section 151. l 
ALCORITIIM 3.2. (U, S, V) + SNF(A). 
[Smith normal form. Randomizing algorithm.] 
Input: A, a matrix in F[x]“‘~“, where F is a field. 
Output: U, S, and V, such that UAV = S, S in F[x]“’ x’ is in Smith form, U 
in F[x] ‘11x”’ is unimodular, and V in F[x]“~” is unimodular. 
Constant: E, 0 < E < 1, the probability of failing on one try. 
(1) [Randomize:] d +- maxi j deg ai j. 
R’+- a strictly lower triangular n X m matrix whose entries are chosen at 
random from C, a subset of F of size c = 2d min(m, njR/s. [If F has 
characteristic 0, C may be the integers 1 to c. The size c guarantees that 
the probability of having to repeat the algorithm is less than E. If F is 
finite of insufficient size, C may be a subset of an algebraic extension of 
F.] 
R +- I + R’ [unit lower triangular, an invertible matrix]. 
A’+ AR. 
(2) [Row operations:] (U, H) + REF(A’) [row echelon form: H = CIA’ 
( = UAR).] 
[The diagonal entries of H are now almost surely the invariant factors 
sought.] 
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(3) [Column operations:] (S, v’) +- CEF(H) [column echelon form: S = HV 
( = UAW’).] 
[This is expected to IX an especially simple echelon form computation. 
For the most part exact divisions are needed, not GCDs. V’ will be very 
nearly unit upper triangular.] 
(4) If S is in Smith form (with probability > 1 - E), then V +- RV’. Return 
U, S, and V. Otherwise go to (1). 
[One could repeat with S as the input to take advantage of progress 
made. However, our point is that repetition will not be necessary.] 
Notice that the choice of a unit lower triangular ralrdom multiplier R 
makes the proof of the following theorem substantially more complicated. 
However, this choice is prefera&, since then one never needs to check R 
for invertibility and one needs fewer random elements. 
TIIIXIIXM 3.3. Algorithm SNF is correct. It reyuires repetition only with 
probability less than r. Hence it is in Las Vegus RNC’ and runs sequentially 
in expected time O(CEF time) u;hen F is a finite algebraic extension of a 
prime field. 
Proof. It is clear from the construction that the output conditions are 
satisfied when the algorithm terminates. The algorithm terminates in k or 
fewer repetitions with probability l- F~, which converges to 1 exponentially 
fast in k. 
It remains to show that the probability that S is not in Smith form is less 
than &. We do this with the aid of some lemmas. 
From the first, we see that S, computed in step (3), will be in Smith form 
if H has the property that its first r - 1 diagonal entries are the first r - 1 
invariant factors of A. The remaining lemmas enable us to conclude that H, 
computed in step (Z), has that property unless the random entries of R, 
chosen in step (l), form a root of a certain polynomial r. By a lemma of 
Schwartz [2O], the probability that we pick such an unlucky root is (deg r)/c. 
A suitable r is the product of the polynomials rri of Lemma 3.7, for 
1 < i < r. Each ri is of degree hounded by 2iLd + i. Thus we may bound the 
degree of r by 2 N “d for N = min(n, nz). Since we choose c = 2 N”d /B in 
the algorithm, we obtain the desired probability E. 
Since the expected number of repetitions is less than E + 2~’ + 
3E:3 + . . . = E /(I - E)~, a constant, and the time of one repetition is domi- 
nated by the time for echelon form computation, the parallel and sequential 
running times are those of CEF. n 
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LEMMA 3.4 (A condition under which one more echelon form suffices). 
Let N be u row echelon form of rank r with hi,, the leading nonzero entry of 
row i, for i = 1,. ., r. L.et si be the ith inoariu?lt factor of H. lf hi,i = si for 
i = 1,. . , r - 1, then the column echelon form of II is the Smith normd form 
of M. 
Proof. We show that a unit upper triangular matrix V exists such that 
NV is a matrix which is zero everywhere except in the first r - 1 diagonal 
positions and on and to the right of the diagonal in the rth row, namely 
S r-1 
11,.,,. ... h,,,, 
We proceed by induction. Since s, = A,,, is the GCD of all entries of H, the 
entries off diagonal in the first row are zeroed by subtracting multiples of the 
first column, a unit upper triangular operation. We proceed by induction for 
1 < r < i. Assume that the i - 1 rows have hecn put in column echelon form 
by upper triangular elementary column operations, and consider the entry 
h,,i, j > i. Then since S, . . . si = h,,, . * . Iz~,~ divides all i X i minors (Theo- 
rem 2.1), it divides the minor on columns 1,. . , i - 1, j rows 1,. , i, which is 
just the product 12 ,, I . . . h,_,,i_,hi,j. Thus h,,i divides h,,j, and hence an 
upper triangular column operation suffices to zero hi,,. Noting that the 
hypotheses on H imply that hi,i = 0 whenever i > r, we conclude that lfV 
has the desired form. 
Now when NV is brought into column echelon Form, it is easy to see that 
it will be diagonal. The rth (and last nonzero) diagonal element will be 
GCDj=,-, ..I# h,.,,. Then since s, . . . s,. is the GCD of all r X r minors, or 
what is the sank, GCD,,=,. ,,.,, 1 s, . . . s,_ ,A,. j, we must obtain s, as the rth 
diagonal element. n 
LESIMA 3.5 (Substitution lemma). Let f ,, . , f, be polynomials in F[ p, x], 
p is a list of‘new r;uriables, with deg f, Q e. Then for some Z < 2e, there exists 
an Z x Z determinunt A in F[j5], whose entries ure coeflicients off;, such that 
for any ez;aluation p + F, where F a list of corresponding field elements that 
are not u root of A, GCD,= ,,, .,I f,(F) = (GCD,= ,, .,,, f,>(r). 
(Cf. [13, Proof of Lemma 4.11.) 
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. . . 
II, 1 Pn,n-I 1  E F[plnXn, 
where P=(Pj,k)j>k is a vector of indeterminants and F is a field. Then for all 
i, 1~ i < n, G c C,!, G #0, andfor all families ofpolynomiak fJ(x) E F[x] \ 
(01, J E G 
c f,R,.I = ($-(t:gf,)p, 
IEG 
where I = (1,. . , i} E C,:’ and where p E F[x, p] either is an irreducible poly- 
nomial in F[p,x]\ F[x] or is 1. 
Proof. By induction on i. For i = 1, C, EC f,R,,, is a linear form in 
some of the indeterminants fi over F[ x] plus possibly an element in F[x], 
and the statement is immediate. Now let i > 2, and let G be fixed. By 
computing R,, , by minor expansion along the ith column we get 
R,. I= c +R J \ (j), /‘PJ. i 7 
.iE/.JZi 
where I’ = I \ {i} and pi,i is 1 (not a variable). 
Define for l<j,<n 
Then 
C~JRJ.I= C +f,*u(i)R]‘.,,+ k ( C *f,,\l(j)'If,,.)P,i.i 
JEG J’EG, .j=i+l ]‘EG, 
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For all Cj #0 the induction hypothesis applies to the inner sums, that is, 
C *f,~“~j,R/,,,~=djPj~ jai, 
J’E G, 
where dj = GCD,. E G, fit u tjl and pj is irreducible in F[p, xl\ F[ x], or is 1. 
Since CJ E e f/R,, I is now an (inhomogeneous) linear form in pj,i over a 
subring of F[3, x] not depending on the P~,~, by Gauss’s lemma for primitive 
polynomials 
where p is an irreducible polynomial in F[p, x] \ F[x], or is 1. It remains to 
show that GCDiQjG,,o +@pj=l. 
Assume that a pj exblicitly depends on P/,~, k < i, 1 f j. This pr,k occurs 
in the expansion of some R,:,.. Consider pI, which contains R,,” (jI, (II. ,‘. 
That determinant is not 0, so pl is not either. Also p, cannot depend on P!,~, 
so GCD(p,, p,) = 1. On the other hand, if all pj are 1, the claim is trivial. H 
Note that in this lemma it is crucial that the selected columns are the 
ones in I. Otherwise, the lemma is not true, and therefore the proof of 
Lemma 3.7 must enforce the additional requirement that H be triangular. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let A t?e a matrix in F[x]“‘~” of rank r and with the degrees 
of the entries bounded by d, and let i E 11,. . ., r -l}. Then there is a 
polynomial rj in n(n - D/2 variables such that if 
(1) R in F[x]‘lx” is unit lower triangular, 
(2) H is the row echelon form of AR, 
(3) s* is the ith determinantal divisor of A, 
then H is upper triangular and s* = ni=, hj,j, unless the n(n - 1)/2 entries 
below the diagonal in R form a root of ri. The degree of ri is no more than 
2i”d + i. 
Proof. We first show that if R has indeterminate entries (as in Lemma 
3.6) then the statement is true unconditionally over F(p)[x]. The polynomial 
ri is then chosen such that the computation with a specialization of the pj,i 
leads to the same decisions, in particular the same GCDs. 
First, it is easy to show that for indeterminate entries in R the first r 
columns of AR are linearly independent. Thus H computed over F(p)[x] is 
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triangular. Let I = (1,. . , i] and let A’ = AR. The following sequence of 
equalities hold, each of which will be established below. Note that all GCDs 
are taken in the domain of polynomials in x over the field F(p): 
H, , = GCD H,,, = GCDA’,>,, 
L&EC;” (A) LEC:” 
= GCD c A,a,,R,., 
t 1 
(B) 
L J E c;g 
cc 
Gc;D (G~DA,,,)P,> ((3 
= 
(~~jW,,)( GFbL) CD) 
= GCDA,,] = s:. (El 
L J 
(A): Since H and A’ are row equivalent (Theorem 2.1), (2) applies here. 
(A) =(B): This is the Cauchy-Binet f ormula for a product of matrices: 
(XY),_., = J&x,..,L;r (F) 
for X E F”‘x”, k’ E F1lxk, L E Cl”, I E Cf. 
(B)=(C): For each L, Lemma 3.6 is applied 
multiplier which we denote by 11~. Note that 13,. is 
F[x], or is 1. 
to the sum, yielding a 
irreducible in F[ j?, s] \ 
(C) = (D): For L, and L, in the range of L we have 
GCD 
I 
GCDALI,, ,?I[,, = 1, 
J 1 -1 
again computed in F(p)[x]. This is because p12,, if it is not 1, is not an 
element of F[x], whereas all AIAI,, are, and he&e their GCD is as well. 
Therefore, the GCD of the products is the product of the GCDs of the 
mutually relative prime factors. 
(D) = (E): We claim that GCD,(~I~,) = 1, again computed over F(p)[x]. 
First, we observe that since the 11~ are irreducible over F[p, xl, either their 
GCD over F(p)[s] is 1 or the polynomials arc all multiples by a scalar in F 
of one another. Now suppose to the contrary that the latter is the CBX. In 
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other words, 
which by the monomial structure in 5 of the two sums leads to the existence 
of a multiplier g,,,,,, E F such that 
A I2.J = KLMAM,., for all J. 
Now let L,, E C:,l, Jo E C,!‘, such that A ,,,,,,,, + 0, that is, L,, and J,, select a 
square nonsingular matrix x of maximal rank from A. Then 
(G) 
provided there are at least two rows in this determinant, which are linearly 
dependent by the above. This is true for r > i. However, the matrix in_(G) 
cannot be singular, since it is formed from the nonsingular matrix A by 
computing all its i by i minors. To justify this we employ the Cauchy-Binct 
formula (F) to obtain the following identity: 
;L;;;;;n:h;e{n;);)y ( 1) matrix in (G) is invertible, a contradiction to its 
. T 
The polynomial rri is now derived from Lemma 3.5 first, so that the 
relationship 
GCDA’,, = GCDA,,,, 
I, L,J 
is preserved by evaluation, and second so that the first r columns of A’ 
remain linearly independent. n 
Incidentally, we have resolved a question on the coefficient size of 
multipliers. 
COHOLLARI’ 3.8. For polynomial m&rices OGCT the rutionul numbers, 
there exist unimodulur pc- and postmultipliers for the Smith nor-mu1 form 
whose entries har;e coefficients of binury length polynomial in the dimensions 
and coefficient lengths of the input nutrices. 
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4. RATIONAL CANONICAL FORMS AND PARALLEL 
SIMILARITY TESTING 
We first introduce the rational canonical form of a square matrix. The 
companion matrix Cfcr, of 
f(x)=x”+~~_~r~‘-~+ ... +c,,~F[x] 
is defined as 
0 0 0 ... 0 -co 
1 0 0 ..* 0 -ci 
01 0 ..a0 - c c, 
f(x)= 
. 
: . ‘, 
. 
. : : 
E F$xd. 
6 .:. 0 I d -c&p 
0 . . . 0 0 1 - Ccl-1 
A matrix C is in rational canonical form if C is block diagonal with 
companion matrices on its diagonal blocks, 
and fi(x) divides fi+,(x) f or all 1 < i < m - 1. We have the following lemma 
(cf. [5, Chapter VI] or [B, Chapter Sl]): 
LEMMA 4.1. Let A, B E Fnx”. 
(1) A is similar to B if and only if xl - A and xl - B are equivalent; they 
must have the same Smith normal forms. 
(2) Let diag(s ,(x ), . . . , s,(x)) be the Smith normal form of xl - A. Then 
C, = diag(Csloj,. . . , C,,,(,,) is a rational canonical form similar to A. 
(3) C, is the only matrix in rational canonical form that is similar to A. In 
particular, A is similar to B if and only if C, = C,. 
The nonconstant invariant polynomials sn_,,,+i(x), . . , s,(x), m < n, of 
XI - A are called the invariant factors of A. The above lemma implies that 
two matrices are similar if and only if they have the same set of invariant 
factors. 
We construct the rational canonical forms C, and C, via the parallel 
algorithm for Smith normal forms. A is not similar to B if C, # C,. We have 
established the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 4.2. Similarity and nonsimilarity of matrices in F nXn for 
F = Q and F = Fr, are in (properly Lus Vegas) RNC”. 
If A is proven similar to B, it is sometimes desired to obtain a transform- 
ing matrix T such that B = T-‘AT. Rather than trying to solve the n2 X n2 
system AT = TB in T, which with sparse methods [22] still requires O(n”) 
field operations, our Smith form algorithm provides a better approach. For 
we also obtain the multipliers, namely, 
U,(x)(xZ-A)V,(x) =U,(x)(rl- B)V,(x). 
Then T = V,(B)Vi’( B) [5, Chapter VI, $51, where V,(x) and Vi’(x) are 
interpreted as polynomials in x with matrix coefficients to the left of r. 
Notice that Vi l(B) = y4(B)-‘, which reduces the computation via a matrix 
multiplication and inverse to evaluating V, and Va at B. It can be shown that 
the Smith normal form algorithm in this case produces multipliers of degree 
O(n), so from the multipliers we can obtain T sequentially in O(n’) field 
operations, or in parallel in O(log(nI”) time. 
Finally, we wish to mention a corollary to our theorem that answers the 
sequential complexity of similarity and is a consequence of the above 
algorithm and the deterministic polynomial-time construction of Smith nor- 
mal forms over Q[ x] [ 13, Theorem 4.11. 
COROLLARY 4.3. The problem of similarity of matrices in Q”x” is in 
sequential polynomial time. 
5. PARALLEL JORDAN NORMAL FORM COMPUTATION 
We now consider the parallel construction of the Jordan normal form of a 
matrix A E F”‘“. That form is a block diagonal matrix similar to A whose 
diagonal blocks are one-sided band matrices of the form 
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where Ai is an eigenvalue of A. The Jordan normal form is unique L~I to 
permutation of the diagonal blocks. Diffcrcnt blocks may have the same 
eigenvalue and/or the same size. In fact, each ni 1,~ ni Mock corresponds to 
an cbnentary divisor (s - hi)“1 of A. The elementary divisors arc simply 
the maximal powers of linear factors of the invariant factors of A. We refer, 
e.g., to [S, Chapter VI, $61 or [8, Chapter S l] for proofs of thcsc facts. The 
only complication in formulating an algorithm for finding the Jordan normal 
fonn is that Ai can lie in an algebraic extension of F and there is no unique 
way to represent Ai. If WC assume that F ahcad!, contains the cigenvalues of 
A and that the distinct cigenvalues are also given as input, then we can find 
the elerncntary divisors in parallel 1)~ polynomial division front the invariant 
factors of A. Notice that the invariant factors are already known to he correct 
via the verification of C,4. WC have the following lemma. 
LE\l\lA 5.1. Ciuen A E F” x”, F u fi&, ant1 gicen the k < n distinct 
rigenculues hi E F of A, 1 < i < k, then the problun~ of computing the Jordan 
normal form ] of A is ill (properly Las Vegc~s) RNC for F ma algebmic 
extension of the prime fields Q untl F,,. 
The above lemma has the obvious weakness that the splitting field of the 
characteristic equation of A is required for the construction of J. The 
structure of J (that is, the degrees of the elementary divisors) can be folmd 
by squarefree decomposition and GCD operations on the invariant factors. 
Let LIS make this process more formal. A scparefrec rclaticely primu his 
(h ,, . , 11,) c F[ x] for a set of polynomials {g,, . . , g,,,) C F[ s] satisfies: 
(1) hi is squarefree for 1 f i < 1. 
(2) GCD(11,, h j> = 1 for 1 < i < j < 1. 
(3) For all 1 < j < 711 there exist integers ei, j > 0, 1 < i < 1, such that 
These bases are, of course, not unique, since the refinement of a given hasis 
by f;lctoring some of its elements always preserves the rcquirecl properties. 
However, the unique coarsest such basis, the .stundwtl l,asis, can he found 
by squarefree decomposition and iterated GCD operations as we describe 
below; see also [ 11, $31 for a sequential algorithm. We remark that over fields 
F of positive characteristic 11 the squarefree decomposition process is not 
purely rational. We shall assume that our fields arc perfect and 11th roots can 
be taken. This is, of course, true for F = F(,, the parallel cost of 11th roots 
being O(log( y / 11)) arithmetic operations in F(,. (If for q = I)’ WC: choose 
F,, = F,,[yl/(cdyN with w(y) irreducible in F,,[ y] of dcgrec t, then one can 
even compute l,th roots in log” t + log 11 parallel depth on a circuit over F,, 
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[4].) Under these assumptions, both GCD and squarefree decomposition of 
polynomials are in NC” [6]. 
We now develop the algorithm. First we show that squarefree relatively 
prime bases may be “merged” rapidly in parallel. Let the bases be {pi} and 
{qi}. The entries of the merged basis are ri, j = GCD(pi, yi>, p* = lji /ni ri, ,, 
and q,T = qi/ni ri j. Unit elements may lie discarded. Since the given basis 
elements are relatively prime and squarefrec, it is clear that the new 
polynomials are also. The ri j may 1~ computed simultaneously in O(log” n> 
time. Then the p” and q) are calculated, doing the multiplications in 
O(log n> parallel steps, again using total parallel time 0(log2 n>. Hence we 
h, clve: 
LE~l\IA 5.2. The squarefree relutiuely prime ~XMLS for tux) sets of polyno- 
miuls, G , und G,, can be used to construct u squurefree reluticely prime basis 
for G, U G; in NC”. 
Now we may use this “merging” to construct the standard squarefree 
relatively prime basis for a given set of polynomials {g:,, . . , g,,). First 
compute the squarcfrce factorization of each ,gi. The squarefree factors are 
relatively prime, so this is also a squarefree rclativcly prime basis for {gJ. 
Now the n bases may be merged in pairs to form n /2 bases for pairs, 
1 g,, gj+ ,}. Iterating th' IS process log n times yields the desired hasis. 
TIIEOKRLI 5.3. The problem of computin, (1 the standard .squurefree relu- 
tidy prime basis of polynomials (g,, . , g,,) is in NC”. 
This answers a question posed by von zur Gathen [7, Remark 6.81. A 
similar solution was discovered indcpcndently in [l, Section 2.11. 
We need such a basis for the invariant factors s,, . , s,,, E F[x] of A, 
which satisfy the additional condition that s, divides si+, , i < m, so that any 
factor of si occurs to at least the same exponent in s, + ,. Because of this, the 
basis construction can be streamlined somewhat. The merging can be done 
so that at each step hascs arc constructed for sets of invariant factors with 
adjacent indices from smaller sets with the same property. Then the divisibil- 
ity property enables one to eliminate some of the computations. Specifically, 
if {y,} is the squarefree relatively prime basis for (So,, . , sk,} and {yJ is the 
basis for (sx-,+ ,, , sk,), then (using the above notation) [I* need not be 
computed, and r,,j = GCD(p,, qj) need not be computed when the minimal 
exponent of p, in {sx,, . , skz] is greater than the maximal exponent of (qj} in 
{skL+,‘...’ So,,). Those GCDs are necessarily units. 
Let (hi} be the squarefree relatively prime basis constructed from the 
invariant factors of A. The hi are defining polynomials for eigenvalues Aj K 
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whose multiplicities in all invariant factors are the same. The multiplicity of 
Ai_ in sj is that of hi in sj and can be easily kept track of during the merge 
process. Thus we can give the Jordan form as follows. 
COROLLARY 5.4. Given A E Fnx”, F = Q or F,, we can compute within 
NC3, from the invariant factors of A, squarefree pairwise relatively prime 
polynomials hi, deg hi = k i, 1~ i < I, and the symbolic Jordan normal form J 
of A, in which k = k, + . . * + k,,, distinct symbols hi,K, 1 <K < k,, take the 
place of the k distinct eigenvalues of A, with the understanding that hi(hi,l() 
= 0. 
The symbolic Jordan normal form as described in the above theorem 
appears the best we can hope to obtain by rational operations. We would like 
to add that any squarefree relatively prime basis {h ,, . . , h,} gives rise to a 
rational form similar to A, 
where ei j is the multiplicity of hi in sj. If the hi are the irreducible factors 
of s,,,, ’ then the canonical form is known in the literature as the primary 
rational canonical form. Our standard basis gives rise to a canonical form 
between the rational and the primary rational one. It is the finest of such 
forms that is obtainable by purely rational operations. Each block C,,,(\-),., , 




I o..- 0 
Ch,(.-) 1 
. . 
. . . * . 
. . . 0 
. . 1 
0 . . . 0 c/,,(x) 
Of course, if the hi are chosen to be the linear factors of s,,,, then we get the 
Jordan canonical form that way. All this follows from the fact that all these 
block matrices have the same invariant factors. 
6. CONCLUSION 
Similarity of matrices and the rational and Jordan canonical forms play an 
important role in the study of linear operators on finite dimensional vector 
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spaces. We have provided parallel algorithms for this theory by applying our 
parallel solution for the somewhat lesser-known Smith normal form problem. 
Our algorithms are also of interest as new sequential methods to solve 
problems in this theory. 
The authors would like to express their gratitude to the anonymous referee 
for correcting several errws in the original submission. 
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